Meet the pump

that’s been fueled by great minds
around the world.

Frontier
Technology with a human touch.

World-class technology.
World-class business results.

Explore the new

Frontier.
And expect more.

When we created the new Frontier, we gathered the
expertise of engineers around the world. After all, as
the global leader, Gilbarco Veeder-Root knows what
you really want is high quality and high value. So we
delivered both. It’s the new Frontier. And it’s world-class
and designed to last.

Greater reliability gives you long-term
satisfaction.
When we designed the new Frontier, we put it to the
test. And tested the electronics in all kinds of extreme
environments and situations. So we not only know it
will perform extremely well over time, we have
certified proof.
> Bright LED backlit displays save power, reduce heat,
and last longer
> Certified to withstand 8 kV of static electricity
> Critical data stored in nonvolatile memory

More meter accuracy means more money
in your pocket.
Our new meter is so precise, nothing gets past it. It
counts everything. So at the end of the day, you don’t
have to worry about loss of inventory and profits.
Its precision-quality craftsmanship is best in class.
>
>
>
>

Highly tuned, wear-resistant materials
Redesigned rotary valve
Graphite deck plate
More surface area on piston cups

Higher security protects your profits.
Protect your investment. Stop those trying to steal
your fuel and your money. Frontier puts security on
your side because of the way it’s made on the inside.
> Tamper-resistant meter-encoder interface
> Secure and proprietary serial interface
prevents theft
> Redundant encoder sensors ensure integrity
and reliability

Easier service pays off down the road.
At Gilbarco Veeder-Root, we believe in the quality of our
product and stand behind it. In fact, we’re the global
leader in service and reliability. Better service people
means better and faster service, which means you
save money.
> Roomy and accessible hydraulic cabinet
> Global standard components
> Vane pump designed for easy service

Get the best of both worlds in one
world-class product.
Frontier is designed and manufactured to be
world-class, inside and out. Giving you protection
from fuel loss, a more secure pulser design,
tested electronics certified to the extreme, and
easier service. In short, you get more for your
money. And a product that keeps your investment
safe. Put a new Frontier in your forecourt and
conquer new territory and profits.

Technology with a human touch.

www.gilbarco.com

